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INTRODUCTION
Eukaryotic chromatin is enclosed and packed in the nucleus in a hierarchical pattern (Gibcus and Dekker, 2013) . Non-random three-dimensional (3D) chromatin architecture, including packing status, chromatin conformation, and the intra-and inter-chromosome interactions have important relevance to genome integrity, DNA replication, and gene expression (Dixon et al., 2012; Sexton et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2012; Jin et al., 2013) , and therefore participates in different cellular activities (Van Bortle and Corces, 2012) .
The classical analysis of chromatin architecture in plant cells is primarily based on the cytological observation of nuclear chromosomes, using either FISH (fluorescence in situ hybridization) or GISH (genomic in situ hybridization) techniques (Santos and Shaw, 2004; Schubert and Shaw, 2011; Tiang et al., 2012) . Based on these techniques, the specific Rabl or Rosette-like chromatin configuration was characterized in interphase cells of different plant species and tissues (Armstrong et al., 2001; Cowan et al., 2001; Fransz et al., 2002; Tiang et al., 2012) . However, microscopic resolution can only provide a general and rough description of how chromosomes are packed in the nuclei. An advanced chromosome conformation capture (3C) approach, targeting chromatin interactions between specific loci, has the increased power to reveal fine chromatin structures at kilobase resolution (Dekker et al., 2002) . A generic 3C-based genome architecture assay such as Hi-C (Lieberman-Aiden et al., 2009), integrating affinity purification and next-generation sequencing, has produced genome-wide chromatin interaction maps at unprecedented resolution in multiple metazoan species (Sexton et al., 2012; Jin et al., 2013; Fraser et al., 2015) . Such a dramatic increase in resolution has greatly advanced our understanding of chromatin arrangements in 3D space. It is clear that metazoan species have chromosomes during interphase that are organized into hierarchical structural features involving chromosomal territory (Cremer and Cremer, 2001; Lieberman-Aiden et al., 2009) , partitioned A/B compartments (Meaburn and Misteli, 2007; Lieberman-Aiden et al., 2009) , TADs (Dixon et al., 2012; Nora et al., 2012; Sexton et al., 2012; Schmitt et al., 2016) , and isolated chromatin loops (Jin et al., 2013; Rao et al., 2014; Fraser et al., 2015) . The full genomic chromatin architecture including all structural features in the plant kingdom was initially completed in the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana genome using Hi-C by several research groups (Moissiard et al., 2012; Grob et al., 2013; Feng et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2016) . It was revealed that the A. thaliana chromosomes have the same ability to physically contact each other and none of these had any inter-chromosomal preferential association (Grob et al., 2013) . Although A. thaliana chromosomes displayed simple interaction domains, they still harbored alternating compacted and loosen structural domains (CSDs and LSDs) that resembled the aforementioned A and B compartments seen in metazoa (Grob et al., 2014) . TAD-like structures were also characterized in A. thaliana (Wang et al., 2015) . Greater sequencing depth also allowed the characterization of chromatin loop structures in A. thaliana at a finer scale (Liu et al., 2016) . Despite their differences in sequencing depth and specifically interested structures, as characterized in other eukaryotes, the prominent features of chromatin architecture in A. thaliana extensively correlated with their corresponding active and/or repressive epigenetic modifications (Armstrong et al., 2001; Lysak et al., 2001; Feng et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2016; SasNowosielska and Bernas, 2016) . Two recent studies have reported chromatin packing patterns in seedling and leaf mesophyll cells of rice (Oryza sativa L.), a model species of monocot as well as a staple food crop, which revealed chromosomal A/B compartments and local distinct TADs (Liu et al., 2017) . The comparison of chromatin structures among rice, A. thaliana, and other plant species suggested that chromatin organization variations in higher plants might be more extensive than in metazoa (Liu et al., 2017) . However, constrained by the relatively low resolution due to limited sequencing depth (Liu et al., 2016 (Liu et al., , 2017 , the characterization of more subtle chromatin structures in rice and comparison with finer resolution in A. thaliana remained unexplored. Accordingly, the construction of higher resolution Hi-C interaction maps for a given plant species, investigation of chromatin territories and folding at each hierarchical level, integrated the analysis of correlated genomic compositions and epigenetic marks, and are all necessary to enable deeper understanding of the characteristics of chromatin architectures in plants.
In this study, we employed a genome-wide Hi-C method to characterize the chromatin interactions at each hierarchical level in rice based on our higher resolution Hi-C interaction maps. Our results revealed the composition and architectural features of nuclear chromatin in the rice genome and their relationship with genomic compositions and epigenetic modifications. Comprehensive comparisons with other species indicated both conserved and unique features at every architectural level in respective plant species and/or across eukaryotic kingdoms. In addition, our Hi-C data may provide a useful repertoire to further explore the molecular mechanisms underpinning gene regulation and genome stability in rice and other cereal crops.
RESULTS
A genome-wide high-resolution Hi-C interaction map allows the exploration of the architectural features of folded eukaryotic chromatin at hierarchical levels, and mainly involves a compendium of chromosomal territories, A/B compartments, TADs (Topologically Associated Domains), chromatin loops, self-looped gene regions, and local highly intense interaction regions (Gibcus and Dekker, 2013; Fraser et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2016) . Accordingly, we constructed a decent-quality Hi-C interaction map in rice (cv. Nipponbare, the standard laboratory genotype) seedlings. In descending order of their structural sizes, we characterized the respective features of each architectural unit in the rice genome, explored their mutual allocation relationships, analyzed the associated genomic and epigenetic features in the corresponding unit, and made comparisons with corresponding units in the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana.
High-resolution Hi-C maps of chromatin interaction in rice
Decent-quality Hi-C sequencing libraries constructed by a 4-cutter restriction enzyme MboI from 20-day-old rice seedlings generated 2.1 billion clean paired end (PE) 125 reads (Table S1 ). Of these, 1.1 billion PE reads were uniquely mapped (52.00%) to the rice reference genome (MSU v7.0) (International Rice Genome Sequencing Project, 2005) (Table S2) . After further data filtration, valid uniquely mapped PE reads (non-redundant reads with PE ends mapped to different MboI-digested fragments, (Tables S4 and  S5) . First, we compared our sequencing data with those published by the two most recent reports in rice (Dong et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2017) . We input all original raw sequencing data generated by these studies into our filtration pipeline under the same parameter settings. Our sequencing data generated significantly more valid Hi-C reads (~639 million, Tables S3 and S4) than both recent reports (~177 and 226 million valid reads in Dong et al., 2017 and Liu et al., 2017; respectively) . Accordingly, as Dong et al. (2017) had lower sequencing depth and fewer valid Hi-C reads than those in Liu et al. (2017) , we only included data from the latter study in the following comparisons in aspects of different chromatin architecture. All our uniquely mapped PE reads were imported to the following pipeline to construct the initial raw matrix of interaction among binned genomic regions across all 12 rice chromosomes (Experimental procedures).
After ICE (Iterative Correction and Eigenvector) decomposition and normalization by the expected/observed method (Lieberman-Aiden et al., 2009; Imakaev et al., 2012) , two-dimensional Hi-C interaction maps were finalized, representing within-chromosome (cis) and amongchromosomal (trans) interactions between sized genomic bins, and were constructed accordingly (exemplary 100-kb Hi-C interaction map shown in Figure 1 ).
According to the defined Hi-C resolution (Belton et al., 2012) , our interaction maps and that of Liu et al. (2017) reached the resolutions of 20 and 100 kb, respectively, which ensured that 90% of 20 and 100 kb-binned pairs on each chromosome contained at least one valid PE read (Table S6) . Based on another recent resolution definition (Rao et al., 2014) , our interaction map has significantly deeper contacts at 1 kb resolution than the recent study (Liu et al., 2017) (Figure S1 ). Together, sufficient valid data generated in our study with higher resolution enabled the characterization of finer chromatin structural features that had not been addressed previously (Liu et al., 2017) .
Exclusive chromosomal territories occupied by separate rice chromosomes
It has been well established that eukaryotic chromatin during mitotic interphase is non-randomly arranged within the nucleus, in which chromatin may occupy limited but exclusive nuclear chromosomal territories (Manuelidis and Borden, 1988; Lysak et al., 2001; Tiang et al., 2012) . To characterize the features of chromosomal territories in the rice genome, using our ICE-corrected Hi-C interaction matrix, we assessed whole-chromosomal interactions (Figure S2 ). As expected, we detected more intense intra- chromosomal interactions (within the same chromosome) than inter-chromosomal interactions (among different chromosomes) (Student's t-test, P < 0.05, Figure S2 ). This suggests that all components of rice chromosomes could occupy their own nuclear territories, which in turn facilitated their intra-chromosomal interactions ( Figure S2 ). We further found that two sets of chromosomes, Chr01 through Chr05 and Chr10 through Chr12, were associated more closely with each other within the set than with chromosomes of the other set or the remaining four chromosome (Chr06 to Chr09) that did not show apparent association ( Figure S2 ). These observations implied that the exclusive chromosomal territories occupied by the first two chromosome sets were mutually closer in space than the other chromosomes.
Given the known cell type specific chromatin packing in different rice cell types (Prieto et al., 2004; Santos and Shaw, 2004) , a mixture of various cell types was collected in our seedling sample, such as mesophyll, meristematic, epidermal, vasculature, guard and trichome cells, and may potentially harbor chromosomes in different territorial space. To confirm whether our current estimated chromosomal territories are representative for any specific type(s) of cells, we estimated and compared the chromosomal territories in mesophyll cells (Dong et al., 2017) with our admixture/averaged territories. The foregoing territories were found to be also replicated in mesophyll cells ( Figure S2 ).
Packing of whole chromosomes and chromosomal domains revealed by distance-dependent decay of interactions
Distance-dependent decay of interactions, measured by IDE (Interaction Decay Exponents) values, described how interaction frequencies or tendencies were associated with the physical distance of a given interacting pair (Lieberman-Aiden et al., 2009; Grob et al., 2014) . IDE values are often utilized to characterize chromatin packaging at levels of whole chromosomes and/or local domains within a given chromosome (Lieberman-Aiden et al., 2009; Grob et al., 2013 Grob et al., , 2014 . Accordingly, we found that along each chromosome, interaction frequencies decayed in similar power-law functions with an averaged exponent of À0.55 ( Figure S3a ). This implicates the fractal globule organization of rice chromosomes, which is consistent with IDEs described in A. thaliana and metazoan species (LiebermanAiden et al., 2009; Sexton et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2012; Grob et al., 2013 Grob et al., , 2014 . The observed low variation of single-chromosome IDE-decay exponents (ranging from À0.60 to À0.50 across all chromosomes) suggested that all rice chromosomes share a common chromatin organization ( Figure S3a ). We also found that most pericentromeric regions (PRs) displayed comparable IDE-decay exponents, while the variation in their IDEs was larger than that among chromosome chromosomal arms (CAs) of different chromosomes (Figure S3b, c) , and suggested differences in local chromatin packing in the PRs. For CAs within the respective chromosomes, the two arms of all chromosomes had similar IDE-decay exponents (Paired wilcoxon signed-rank test, P > 0.05), which suggested that chromosomal arms were packed in similar organizations.
A/B compartments are marked by alternated euchromatic and heterochromatic epigenetic markers A/B compartments (~5 M bases), i.e., the secondary major structural unit of chromatin packing, refer to large chromosomal segments that display similar interaction patterns within the specific type of compartments (A/B), shown by PCA decomposition of certain principle components (Lieberman-Aiden et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2012; Grob et al., 2014) . For rice, the plaid of interaction maps displayed conspicuous A/B compartments with alternating positive and negative eigenvectors (Figure 2 ), which were also observed in A. thaliana (Grob et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2015) and the recent rice Hi-C study (Liu et al., 2017) . Notably, more interactions among regions within compartment B were observed than within compartment A, indicating more a relaxed chromatin packing status in the A compartments ( Figure S4 ). However, interactions among trans regions (across different chromosomes) in compartment A were stronger than those among trans compartment B regions (Figures 1 and 2) , and suggested that A compartment chromatin could be packed at the outer layer of the respective chromosome territories (Liu et al., 2017) .
To characterize possible key factor(s) delimiting the observed compartments, abundance of different genomic compositions and epigenetic marks in compartment bins was summarized in boxplots ( Figure S4 ). We found that active euchromatic histone modifications (e.g. H3K4me2, H3K4me3, H3K9ac, etc.) were significantly enriched in compartment A (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, P < 0.05) with more accessible and open chromatin sites [DNaseI Hypersensitive (DH) sites], whereas repressive heterochromatic histone modifications (e.g. H3K9me2), TEs (Transposable Elements) and methylated cytosines (in CG and CHG contexts) were significantly enriched in compartment B (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, P < 0.01). Intriguingly, the A/B compartments switching boundaries co-localized with region that marked alternations in the repressive heterochromatic and activating euchromatic modifications (Figure 2) . Consistent with the findings in A. thaliana (Grob et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2015) , we found that in most rice chromosomes repressive heterochromatic epigenetic markers were enriched in PRs (Pericentromeric Regions), switching between compartments A and B and expectedly centered around their respective PRs (Figure 2a corresponding CAs rather than the PRs, which delimited their A and B compartments ( Figure 2b ). Collectively, our results suggested that epigenetic modifications, including histone modifications and DNA methylation, could play an essential role in chromatin architecture at the compartmental level in the rice somatic interphase nucleus.
Heterogeneous TAD-boundary and TAD-interior regions are demarcated in the A/B compartments TADs (Topologically Associated Domains), identified as the cis interactive domains at a medium distance scale in metazoan cells (~500 kb to 1 M bases), harbor genomic regions that are prone to interact within each TAD structure over those among TAD units (Dixon et al., 2012; Sexton et al., 2012) . Given the absence of a homolog of the canonical TAD-formation insulators involving CTCF (CCCTC-binding factor) in plant cells (Parelho et al., 2008; Wendt et al., 2008; Haarhuis et al., 2017) , prominent TADs were not expected. However, >1000 TADs or TAD-like structures were identified in the recent Hi-C interaction maps of rice (Liu et al., 2017) and A. thaliana (Wang et al., 2015) . In light of this result, we also characterized the TAD boundaries across the rice chromosomes based on our deeper-sequenced Hi-C data (at 20-kb bin resolution). Compared with prior TADs analysis by Liu et al. (2017) , our analysis involved additional investigations by allocating our identified TADs relative to the higher hierarchical unit of A/B compartments and interrogating the genomic and epigenetic features of TAD-boundary and TAD-interior regions ( Figure 3 ). We found that: TAD-boundary regions, were marked by significant valleys/minima along the insulation score curve (Figure 3a) . In total, 735 (69.86%) of our identified TADboundary regions overlapped with the TAD boundaries identified in Liu et al. (2017) at 5-kb resolution. The discrepancy of identified TADs between these two studies could be resolved by different sequencing depth and/ or different parameters in TAD calling and filtration. (ii) TADs were evenly distributed along each of the 12 rice chromosomes (Figure 3a ). Relative to delimited compartments, TAD boundaries in compartments A and B were not significantly different in their strength (Figure 3b , Wilcoxon signed-rank test, P > 0.05), which implied that similar conspicuous TAD structures were demarcated in these two hosting compartments. In addition, as expected, the compartment alternation boundaries physically delimitated compartments and also participated in dividing the chromatin into distinct and individual interaction domains (TADs), which is reflected by the overlap with the TAD-boundary regions ( Figure S5 ). (iii) Gene expression levels of TAD-boundary regions were higher than those of TAD-interior regions ( Figure S6 ). Additionally, TAD-boundary and TAD-interior regions were enriched for various active epigenetic marks (i.e. H3K36me3, H3K4me2, H3K4me3, H3K9ac, H4K12ac, H4K16ac, H3K23ac, and DH sites) and repressive (H3K27me3, H3K9me2, and methylated cytosine in CG and CHG contexts) epigenetic marks, respectively ( Figure S6 ). This suggests contrasting biological properties of TAD-boundary and TAD-interior regions in terms of their genomic composition and epigenetic modifications.
Intra-chromosomal chromatin loops with featured epigenetic markers are coupled with highly expressed genes
Chromatin loops (approximately hundreds of kilobases) refer to those fine chromatin structures that bring distant genomic elements into direct contacts (Rao et al., 2014; Liu and Weigel, 2015) . It has been established that chromatin loops could bring transcriptional enhancers and their transcription units together, thus facilitating transcriptional activation by prompting the recruitment of RNA Pol II (Ansari and Hampsey, 2005; Laine et al., 2009; Liu and Weigel, 2015; Liu et al., 2016) . As the first study to explore chromatin loops in plants, chromatin loops in A. thaliana were characterized de novo based on Hi-C reads (PE100) of the A. thaliana genome from intra-chromosomal interactions (Liu et al., 2016) . Accordingly, the significant contacts at 1 kb resolution of our interaction map (80% of total bins having >1000 contacts at 1 kb resolution in Figure S1 ) ensured the feasible identification of the smallest 2.5 kb chromatin loop in rice. Accordingly, we characterized the profile of chromatin loops in rice cells based on~377 million valid cis Hi-C reads sequenced from our libraries (Table S4 ). There were 24 245 and 27 074 chromatin loops identified in rice A and B compartments, respectively, which were ca. 11.177 kb and 10.328 kb in length (Figure 4a) , and are comparable with the respective chromatin loops identified in A. thaliana (20 577 chromatin loops, ca. 6.519 kb in length). Among those loops in compartment A, where the euchromatic epigenetic markers are enriched, the loop formation correlates with functional gene annotations, which was reflected by overrepresented gene bodies coupled with chromatin loops (Figure 4b ). Moreover, euchromatic loops (loops located in the A compartment) were significantly enriched for H3K27me3 (no enrichment for other histone modifications was detected), indicating that the formation of chromatin loops was defined by complex epigenetic signatures (Figure 4c ). To explore the potential association of chromatin loops with gene expression, following the same categorization method described in A. thaliana (Liu et al., 2016) , we classified genome-wide rice genes into different groups according to their expression levels (Type I: silent/low expression of 1-3 levels, Type II: moderate expression of 4-6 levels and Type III: high expression of 7-9 levels) and compared their chromatin loop contents (Figure 4d ). Within the gene groups of high and moderate expression, the proportions of coupled gene pairs by chromatin loops were higher than those in the silent/low-expression gene group (Figure 4d ). Moreover, we analyzed whether loopcoupled genes were enriched in certain metabolic KEGG pathways. We found that most loop-coupled genes encoded proteins with functions in RNA-related activities (mRNA/RNA surveillance, transportation, splicing, and degradation) and essential metabolic pathways (carbon metabolism, biosynthesis of secondary metabolites, and biosynthesis of amino acids) ( Figure S7 ).
Association of self-looping with the expression of gene neighbors and self-looped genes themselves Given the overrepresented chromatin loops coupling gene body regions, we examined the exact interaction patterns adjacent to those genes coupled with certain chromatin loops. We found that TSSs (Transcription Starting Sites) and regions a few hundred base pairs outward from TSSs of loop-coupled genes preferentially formed loops with their downstream gene body regions with respect to their transcription directions, regardless of length or expression level of the genes ( Figures S8  and S9 ). This result is consistent with observations in A. thaliana (Liu et al., 2016) . Genes involved in chromatin loops with anchored TSSs at one side were further parsed into classes in terms of relative locations of their respective interaction partners (Figure 5a ). Following the definition of self-looped genes described in A. thaliana (Liu et al., 2016) , 4258 loop-coupled genes were identified as self-looped genes across the 12 rice chromosomes, which had self-loops between their 5 0 TSSs and 3 0 -downstream transcribed region in their search radius (Figure 5a) . Notably, self-looped genes longer than 4 kb occupied higher fractions than those of short genes (2-4 kb), which implied that longer genes were prone to forming self-loop structures (Figure 5b) .
Additionally, we explored the potential insulating effects of gene loops on neighbor gene expression in rice, as described in A. thaliana (Liu et al., 2016) . We found that genes in CAs located next to genes with self-loops had higher expression than those without adjacent self-looped genes ( Figure S10) , which implied that self-looping could be positively associated with the expression of their neighboring genes.
Besides the potential positive association of self-looped genes with the expression of their adjacent genes, we also investigated the association of self-looping with the expression of self-looped genes themselves. Specifically, we grouped self-looped genes according to their hierarchical expression as described above and further parsed them into subgroups with and without highly expressed neighbor genes, respectively (Figure 5c ). Notably, we found that for self-looped genes that were moderately or highly expressed (i.e., type II and III), they were expressed at higher levels than their corresponding background genes, regardless of with or without highly expressed neighbors (Figure 5c ). Such positive association is consistent across gene groups of different lengths ( Figure S11 ). In contrast, for self-looped genes that were silent/lowly expressed (Type I), such positive association only applies for the selflooped genes adjacent to highly expressed neighbors, whereas expression of self-looped genes without highly expressed neighbors were negatively associated with their own self-looping (Figure 5c ). These results suggested that self-looping may exert bi-directional effects on their own Figure 5 . Profile of self-looped genes. (a) Genes harboring self-looped structures. As described in Chang Liu's paper only the genes having 3 0 -downstream looped partners within the search radius (the distance between respective TSS (Transcription Starting Site) and TTS (Transcription Termination Site)) were defined as self-looped genes (Liu et al., 2016) . expression, depending on the presence or absence of highly expressed neighbors.
Distinct epigenetic features are associated with selflooped genes with low-expression levels
To explore whether distinct epigenetic features are associated with the expression of self-looped genes, we examined the distributions of various histone modifications, DNA methylation (in CG, CHG, and CHH contexts), and DNase I hypersensitive sites along transcribed regions (gene body plus AE 2 kb regions) of self-looped genes expressed at different levels. Concerning the potential bidirectional effects of looping on the expression of the silent/low-expression self-looped genes (Figure 5c ), the distributions of epigenetic marks, along genes with and without high-expression neighbors, were distinguished and separately analyzed within each expression category ( Figure S12a-c) . Notably, for the genes expressed at moderate and high levels, no matter whether neighbored with highly expressed genes or not, there was no distinguishable association relative to the background genes in most cases ( Figure S12b ,c). However, H4K16ac does not follow this general trend, as the abundance of this mark along the genes neighboring highly expressed genes was lower than those of both background genes and genes without highly expressed neighbors ( Figure S12b,c) . Concerning the foregoing consistent positive association of looping with expression of involved types II and III self-looped genes (with or without highly expressed neighbors) (Figure 5c ), such unique reduction of H4K16ac abundance in genes with high-expression neighbors could not participate in expression regulation of the respective self-looped genes in types II and III and are not hallmarking epigenetic features characteristic of self-looped genes of types II and III. Turning to the low-expression type I genes, different epigenetic features were summarized in terms of their overall distribution patterns along gene bodies and AE2 kb regions ( Figure S12a ), which included the following categories:
(i) H3K9ac, H3K27me3, H4K16ac, and methylated cytosines in CHH context with no distinguishable association along either gene bodies or AE2 kb regions of selflooped genes, which were inferred as not associated with self-looped gene expression. (ii) H3K36me3 with discernible abundance along both gene body and AE2 kb regions. (iii) Most epigenetic marks with distinct abundance uniquely in AE2 kb regions, including H3K4me2, H3K4me3, H4K12ac, H3K23ac, and DH sites. Genes with or without high-expression neighbors within categories ii and iii had respectively higher and lower enrichment of respective markers in the corresponding gene regions than those of background genes. (iv) H3K9me2 and methylated cytosines in CG and CHG contexts with different abundance along full gene bodies and +/À 2 kb regions. In contrast with categories ii and iii, genes with and without high-expression neighbors in category iv, had respectively lower and higher enrichment than those of background genes. Considering the repressive and active characteristics of the foregoing epigenetic marks, together with the potential bi-directional effects of self-looping on the expression of self-looped genes, for those epigenetic features in the categories as defined above, it is inferred that enrichment of active epigenetic marks in 'categories ii and iii' and depletion of repressive marks in 'category iv' could participate in the gene expression of type I self-looped genes (Figure 5c ).
Highly intense off-diagonal and near-diagonal interaction regions are associated with featured genomic composition and epigenetic marks
Closer inspection of the interaction maps revealed many off-diagonal highly intense contact signals connecting a set of 81 genomic regions (within interaction map of 100 K resolution, Figure 6a ,b). Prominent examples include six and three regions (on horizontal chromosomal arms) forming five and three pairs of punctuated points (in red circles connected by blue dotted lines) within interaction maps of Chr1 and Chr12, respectively (Figure 6a ). Analysis of various genomic composition and epigenetic marks within these regions revealed their constituent heterochromatic islands featured with enriched TEs and epigenetic markers, including abundant sRNAs, H3K9me2, and methylated cytosines (especially in CHH context) ( Figure S13 ). As reported in A. thaliana, these genomic regions are involved in the formation of off-diagonal strong contact structures with featured heterochromatic patches and are termed as IHIs (Interactive Heterochromatic Islands) or KEEs (KNOT ENGAGED ELEMENTs), which are symbolized as IHIs/KEEs in this study (Feng et al., 2014; Grob et al., 2014) . Besides the heterochromatic features, we tried to unravel and compare other natural features of IHIs or KEEs in rice and A. thaliana. We found that:
(i) Being similar with observations in A. thaliana (Feng et al., 2014; Grob et al., 2014) , for the chromosomes enclosing more than one IHI/KEE sites, most of them harbored at least one genomic region involved in the formation of two or more IHIs/KEEs (shared by IHIs/ KEEs, Figure 6b ). For example, besides the foregoing intra-chromosomal off-diagonal interactions, most IHIs/KEEs on Chr1 and Ch12, displayed inter-chromosomal pairwise interactions between IHIs/KEEs on different chromosomes (Figure 6a ), which is in line with IHIs interacting with other IHIs described in A. thaliana (Feng et al., 2014) . (ii) Common characteristic sequence similarity of identified IHIs/KEEs were determined by BLAT alignment followed with motif searching in MEME (Experimental (Table S7 and Figure S14 ). (iii) Whole-genomic searching relative to the gene and TE annotations revealed that major components of these IHI/KEEs were types of ATLANTYS2, RIRE3, SZ-64B, TRUNCATOR2 TEs (Table S8) . Another ATLANTYS3 was also enriched in IHI sites identified in A. thaliana (Grob et al., 2014; Grob and Grossniklaus, 2017) . In summary, formation of IHI/KEEs likely entails similarity in both genomic composition and epigenetic modifications.
In addition, significant hotspots of local chromatin interactions nearby the diagonal regions, named as FIRE (Frequently Interacting Regions), were identified in rice following the algorithm developed for discovering similar structures in human genome (Schmitt et al., 2016) (Figure 7a) . As denoted, global analysis identified 1184 significant FIREs (cutoff FIRE score >2) at 20-kb resolution in dispersed distribution across all rice chromosomes (Figure S15) . Positions of FIREs relative to higher level of chromatin structures in A/B compartments as well as in TAD architectures were specifically characterized (Figure 7b ). Remarkably, FIREs were enriched in compartment A and TAD-boundary regions but depleted in compartment B and TAD-interior regions (Figure 7b ). Further abundance comparison of various epigenetic markers within significant FIREs and background regions revealed that FIREs displayed high density of various active histone modifications (e.g. H3K4me2, H3K4me3, H3K23ac, etc.), but were depleted for repressive epigenetic marks H3K9me2 and DNA methylation (Figure 7c ). Interestingly, across most chromosomes, FIREs significantly co-localized with their respective DH peaks (Figure 7a) , which was also supported by statistical comparison with random sampling in the bootstrap method ( Figure S15 ). This implied that FIREs were enriched in open chromatin regions of the rice genome.
DISCUSSION

Distinct chromosomal neighborhood between closely clustered chromosomes
As the largest chromosome structural units, chromosome territories refer to the preferred locations and neighbors of interphase chromosomes (Meaburn and Misteli, 2007; Sewitz et al., 2017) . Based on our Hi-C data, we characterized the status of chromosomal territories in the rice nucleus via calculating the deviation from the expected interaction frequency in trans . It was revealed that most rice chromosomes have a similar likelihood to mutually contact each other. Nevertheless, two sets of chromosomes, Chr1-Chr5 and Chr11-Chr12, displayed preferential association within each set, which is different from the uniform distribution of inter-chromosomal contacts in A. thaliana (Grob et al., 2014) . Such presence of distinct chromosome neighborhoods might be explained by a higher number of chromosomes in O. sativa than A. thaliana (Grob et al., 2014) . Specifically, more enclosed chromosomes in the rice nucleus makes it more likely for a chromosome to be located between another pair. More significant preferred neighborhoods among mice chromosomes (n = 19) also supports such an explanation . As foregoing described, mixed cell types in our rice seedling samples could potentially harbor different chromosomal territories. In hence, our current estimated chromosomal territories only reflect a weighted average of chromosomal territories. Relative weight of each cell type could depend upon multiple factors, including the extent to which their territories are conserved, relative abundance of sampled cell types, sequencing bias introduced in library construction and sequence reading on the Illumina platform, etc. Considering that the chromosomal territories in the Hi-C data of purified rice mesophyll cells is similar to that of our weighted averaged one ( Figure S2 ), it implicates that chromosomal territories of mesophyll cells could be dominantly weighted in our averaged territories or the different cell types actually harbor conserved chromosomal territories.
Detailed genome-wide and chromosome-specific IDE calculations in the present study also demonstrated that rice chromosomes adopted an overall similar fractal globule organization as other plant and metazoan species (Lieberman-Aiden et al., 2009; Sexton et al., 2012; Grob et al., 2014; Fraser et al., 2015) . Interestingly, we observed larger variations of IDEs among PRs of different chromosomes than those among CAs. Given the low gene density and repressed expression within PR regions, rather than confined consistent fractal globule organization required for easy accessibility among all chromosomes, weak or loosen natural selection in PRs could allow certain extent of organization variation reflected as variable IDEs.
Moderate complexity of compartment delimitation is marked by genetic and epigenetic features
The delimitation of A/B compartments is known to be a common chromatin feature adopted by different metazoan genomes Jin et al., 2013; Grob et al., 2014) . Similar to the compartment features characterized in metazoan and A. thaliana, regions of the A compartment in rice are less densely packaged than those of the B compartment, which are consistently enriched with euchromatic active and heterochromatic repressive epigenetic markers, respectively. Relative to the rather complicated and simple compartment organization in respective metazoan and A. thaliana genomes, as revealed in the recent study (Liu et al., 2017) , complexity of compartment delimitation of rice genome is moderate with respect to their compartment alternation pattern. Specifically, frequent alternation of large compartments A/B in PRs and/or CAs of human and mouse genomes resulted in their interrupted/fragmented plaids of interaction maps along the entire length of each chromosome Jin et al., 2013; Grob et al., 2014) . However, within A. thaliana (~135 Mbp in size), the alternation only occurred around PRs, which clearly divided CAs into only two different compartments (Grob et al., 2014) , which is similar to the simple compartment delimitation in Drosophila melanogaster (~122 Mbp in size) (Sexton et al., 2012) . In rice, besides frequent compartment alternations around PRs, the chromosomes also frequently harbor compartment alternation in CAs (Figure 2 ). Given the known differences in genome sizes of the aforementioned species, we proposed that genome size could be positively associated with the complexity of chromatin organization at compartment level. The more complicated profiles of chromatin compartment organization characterized by Hi-C in cotton (Mascher et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2017) and barley (Mascher et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2017) , both harboring larger genomes (cotton: Gossypium hirsutum,~1.6 G bp; barley: Hordeum vulgare L.~10.6 G bp) than rice, also corroborated our proposed possibility.
Local TAD structures with potential transcriptional function in the rice genome
It is well established that distinguishable TADs are featured local chromatin structures that are formed within metazoan genomes, and which have strong internal interactions but are insulated from other TADs (Lieberman-Aiden et al., 2009; Sexton et al., 2012; Fraser et al., 2015; Schmitt et al., 2016) . As for TAD-like structures reported in A. thaliana (Wang et al., 2015) , in spite of less prevailing TAD structures formed across the metazoan genome, rice TAD boundaries with corresponding number of TAD-interior regions were independently identified in both our study and the recent report (Liu et al., 2017) , which together confirmed local chromatin folding in true TAD structures in rice (Figure 3 ). Considering the similar gene density in both rice and A. thaliana genomes (doubled genome size and gene contents but having similar gene density), the comparable numbers of TAD and TAD-like structures identified in these two plant species suggested that features of animal TADs that were linked to static gene density features could also be applied in the formation of TAD or TAD-like structures in different plant species (Hou et al., 2012) . As the definitions of compartment A/B and TADs, switching boundaries delimitating separate compartments should be involved in structural division of TADs. However, as the finer chromatin packing structure residing in the A/B compartments, relative functional independence of TADs locations from A/B compartments was also characterized in mammalian genomes (Dixon et al., 2012) . Similar characteristics of independent TAD-boundary regions from alternating of the A/B compartments were also observed in the rice genome, and were reflected in similar TAD-boundary strength in the two hosting compartments.
Classical TAD-boundary regions were proposed to be linked to the transcriptional control of mammalian genomes (Dixon et al., 2012) . Consistently, within both rice and A. thaliana cells, in contrast with TAD-interior regions, more genes were highly expressed in TAD-boundary regions where active histone modifications were enriched. Heterogeneous epigenetic properties could be associated with the different gene distribution and the expression pattern in the TAD-boundary and TAD-interior regions, indicating a strong connection between transcription and local chromatin topology (Lieberman-Aiden et al., 2009; Grob et al., 2014) .
Despite plants having TAD structures, the absence of classical insulators involved in TAD formation (i.e., CTCF, cohesin, etc.) in plants could explain their intrinsic distinct arrangement from TADs identified in metazoa (Liu et al., 2009; Feng et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2015) . Efforts to identify potential general insulator proteins via transgenic experiments have met with little success (GudynaiteSavitch et al., 2009) . However, our characterized profile of TAD structures here and in our previous study (Liu et al., 2017) provided the necessary data resource to identify insulator proteins in rice, and will help confirm if the binding sites of insulator candidates co-localize with TAD structures.
Chromatin loops associated with H3K27me3 marks mediate transcriptional and indirect post-transcriptional regulation of coupled gene expression As allosteric modulators, chromatin loops facilitate the approaching and contact of cis-regulatory elements with their target genes via looping their interval DNA, thereby regulate gene expression (Matharu and Ahituv, 2015; Mora et al., 2016) . The principles of chromatin loop interactions in human and A. thaliana have been characterized in details (Jin et al., 2013; Rao et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2016) . It was revealed that deep modeling and identification of finer chromatin loops in TAD or TAD-like structures entail sufficient sequencing depth (Jin et al., 2013; Rao et al., 2014) . Accordingly, our sufficient sequencing depth of Hi-C reads has revealed numbers of enriched loops in rice (Figure 4) . Consistent with A. thaliana, H3K27me3 is enriched for long-range chromatin loops (>20 kb), which implies a conserved function in long-range chromatin clustering.
As demonstrated in A. thaliana, identified loops are mainly distributed in gene body regions, in which certain chromatin loops that mediate enhancer-promoter interaction were also detected (Liu et al., 2016) . Together with the positive association between chromatin looping and the expression of coupled gene pairs, the importance of chromatin looping in gene transcription is evident. Additionally, as revealed by our KEGG enrichment analysis, transcriptional regulation of gene functioning in RNArelated activities through the formation of chromatin loops could induce potential post-transcriptional regulation of downstream genes; this however needs further experimental validation.
Besides being general finer scale chromatin structures, chromatin loops also provide extra validation sources to detect and verify gene regulatory interactions in plants, including enhancer-promoter, promoter-promoter, and insulator-promoter interactions. This process is especially important in rice, for which we still lack a comprehensive understanding of cis regulation patterns. The combination of chromatin loop data with traditional methods, such as the FIRE and DH site sequencing, offers an integrated method with enhanced prediction sensitivity and specificity.
Conserved formation of gene loops exerts insulation effects on the expression of both neighborhood genes and self-looped genes themselves Gene loops with chromatin loops formed between the 5 0 -ends and 3 0 -ends of transcribed regions are known to function in modulating gene expression (Tan-Wong et al., 2009 Moabbi et al., 2012; Mukundan and Ansari, 2013) . A closer view of chromatin loops in our rice Hi-C interactome also identified a comparable numbers of gene loops as unraveled in A. thaliana (Liu et al., 2016) . Although the exact molecular mechanisms of gene selflooping in plants remain unknown, the intrinsic structural characteristics of gene loops commonly identified in both rice and A. thaliana, such as a biased looping direction, independency of gene length and expression level, strongly suggest that a conserved mechanism could be employed in the formation of gene loops by different plant species.
Concerning the function of gene loops, the proposed insulation effects on neighbor gene expression were also explored in our rice Hi-C data. As discovered in A. thaliana (Liu et al., 2016) , an overall positive association of selflooping with the expression of their neighborhood genes was also characterized in rice. This implicates a yet unclear but conserved causality between gene expression and flanking chromatin structural features. Our study also revealed a previously unexplored area of potential insulation effects of self-looping, that is the association of looping with the expression of the looped genes per se. We found that for genes expressed at both high and moderate levels, self-looping could positively influence their own expression. This could be explained by facilitated recycling of Pol II within each local transcription factory and transcriptional memory via gene looping (Laine et al., 2009; Sutherland and Bickmore, 2009; Tan-Wong et al., 2009) . However, for the potential bi-directional effects of looping on low-expressing self-looped genes, suppression of selflooped gene expression without high-expression neighbors, was possibly reinforced by self-looping, thereby participating in their own transcription termination (Mukundan and Ansari, 2013) . The slightly leveraged expression of self-looped genes by looping could be an effect of the active transcription of their highly expressed neighbors. In line with the transcriptional pattern of selflooped genes, multiple active and repressive epigenetic markers that hallmarking self-looped genes in each expression category indicate that combinatory epigenetic marks could synergistically participate in the structural establishment of self-looping around gene bodies.
Highly intense contacts of IHI/KEEs trap TEs to secure their silencing while FIREs participate in active gene expression
As a conspicuous feature of the interactome in rice genome, distinct highly intense off-diagonal and near-diagonal contact signals were characterized in terms of their potential function. Specifically, the off-diagonal IHI/KEEs, enriched with repressive epigenetic marks, were identified as heterochromatic islands. IHI/KEEs displayed a web of interactions (Figure 6 ), involving mutual interactions among most IHI/KEEs, as found in A. thaliana (Grob et al., 2014) . The aforementioned blurred cell type-specific interchromosomal interactions shown by sampling heterogeneous cell types could explain why not all IHIs/KEEs show mutual interactions. Similar enriched TE combinations, especially encompassing the same type of LTR ATLANTYS within IHI/KEEs of both A. thaliana and rice, and abundant small RNAs in A. thaliana and D. melanogaster (Iwasaki et al., 2015) , supported the earlier idea that IHI/KEEs may play important and conserved roles in TE repression (Grob and Grossniklaus, 2017) . The enrichment of repressive histone modifications and sRNAs ensures that TEs are trapped in connected TE safe houses. Near-diagonal FIREs have been defined and characterized recently in the human genome (Schmitt et al., 2016) . As an under-appreciated feature of chromatin structure, the FIRE profile has been characterized in rice de novo. Similar to FIREs identified in the human genome (Schmitt et al., 2016) , FIREs in rice are mainly located in compartment A and TAD-boundary regions that harbor abundant active epigenetic marks and are enriched for open chromatin. This suggests that FIREs could involve genomic regions with local chromatin interactions and play a conserved function in gene expression. As found in the human genome, the cohesin complex could be a key mediator of FIREs (Schmitt et al., 2016) . Thus, functional identification of the homologs of cohesincoding genes in rice genomes could lend support to explain how the observed FIRE profiles were established.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES Plant material
Twenty-day-old seedlings of Oryza sativa L. ssp. japonica (cv. Nipponbare), grown under well controlled environmental conditions (16 h/8 h and 26°C/20°C light/dark cycle, 40% humidity), were collected for Hi-C library construction and FISH experiments.
Data collection, processing, and statistical analysis
Rice genome annotations (MSU v7.0) were downloaded from the Rice Genome Annotation Project website (Kawahara et al., 2013) . Genome-wide TE annotations were completed using RepeatMasker software (http://repeatmasker.org/). All other supportive genetic and epigenetic data generated from similar seedling tissues were collected from public databases (Table S9 ). All supportive statistical analyses are described in the respective figure legends and/or at the end of each result section. More detailed Experimental procedures including Hi-C library preparation, sequencing and data analyses are described in Method S1.
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